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Prof. Zhao Min
President
Wenzhou University
Chashan Gaojiaoyuan district
City of Wenzhou
Zhejiang Province 325035
P.R. China

Oear Prof. Zhao Min,
Greetings fram the University of Verona, Italy.
I am writing to you in order to express my deep gratitude to Wenzhou University for the concern you
expressed and for willing to help and support us in dealing with the challenging emergency due to
the Covid-19 pandemic.
As you may know, the Veneto Region - where Verona is located - is one of the Northern-Italian
regions most affected by the epidemie and our Unìversity hospitals are at the forefront in facing the
emergency.
The need of medicai devices such as gloves, masks, g0991es, protective suits is growing faster and
faster while the supply times are getting longer, as the request ali around Europe is comprehensibly
high.
That is why we are immensely grateful and willing to accept your kind affero We will be glad to receive
ali kinds of medicai supplies you are presently in condition to send. These will be promptly provided
to Verona University Hospitals.
Parcels could be sent to:
Università degli Studi di Verona
Rettorato - Palazzo Giuliari
Via dell'Artigliere, 8
37129 Verona - IT
In these difficult times, while we are fighting this dangerous enemy, it gives us comfort to think that
this crisis provides in fact a valuable opportunity lo strengthen thé scientific and cu~ural ties we have
with your University and your Country, which we particularly value. It is often in difficult times that
strong and long-Iasting friendships arise.
'
Again, I would like to express the deepest gratitude of the University of Verona academic community
and institutional representatives to you, to your Universily and to ali the Wenzhou community for
your timely help.
Yours sincerety,
Prof. Pier Francesco Nocini
Rector
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